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“Innovation is life. When there is no innovation, there is stagnation and 
there is filth where there is the stagnation. Changes can be brought about 
through innovation alone.” 

 

                Hon’ble PM Sri Narendra Modi 
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Innovation in Railways 

Indian Railways operates at a massive scale in every imaginable dimension and is among the world's 
largest rail network, spread over 1,23,236 kms, with 13,523 passenger trains and 9,146 freight trains, 
carrying 23 million travellers and 3.5 MT of freight daily from 7,349 stations.  A dedicate 1.2 Million 
plus Manpower works round the clock to keep the wheels moving. Such a large-scale operation 
provides ample opportunities for Innovations in various facets of its working.  Be it Technology, 
Operations, Commercial, IT or Human resources, the possibilities of introducing new ideas & 
Innovations to improve and increase efficiency are immense.  

 

ASSIMILATING INNOVATIONS 
Indian Railways provides an effective Innovation Ecosystem involving free flow of technology and 
information among people, enterprises and institutions, which is the key to an innovative process. It 
allows interactions between the actors needed in order to turn an idea into a process, product, or 
service to achieve the ultimate objective of the organisation. 
 

Being the Lifeline of nation, IR has been continually making innovations in its Technology, Service, 
Operations and Overall System to lead the nation on path to a modern and ever progressing future. 

A few innovative improvements are the State of the Art SMART Coaches having special diagnostic 
systems and sensors connected to integrated computer systems for increased passenger comfort, 
SMART Locomotives having new features as Asset Performance Monitor (APM), Locotrol, LocoVision, 
Rail Integrity Monitor (RIM) etc, SMART Yards with ICT systems, sensors and data analytics to 
automatically gather information on rolling stock conditions, Automated Train Examination System 
(ATES), new technology Signalling Systems with new features being added as indigenous Automatic 
Train Protection (ATP) system, Centralized Traffic Control (CTC), Train Management System (TMS) 
etc. 

   

  
Besides these many improvements as Dedicated Freight Corridors, Self-designed Vande Bharat 
Express, Tejas Express, Vistadome Coaches, New Signalling Systems, Long Haul Freight Trains, High 
Capacity & High Speed Wagons, Kisan Rail, Solar Powered Passenger Coaches etc have been done to 
bring about sea change in the Customer comforts and expectations.  
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A number of initiatives have been taken in the recent past for promoting innovation on IR: 

A. Collation of best practices for widespread circulation  

At present, Indian Railways is divided into 17 zones & 8 Production Units (PUs), which regularly 
engage in implementation of innovative ideas and best practices. Indian Railways has also embarked 
upon this journey by bringing in such changes. Regular sharing of ideas is taking place in any 
organisation but instead of looking at only short term changes, there are some key activities which 
must be carried out in the long term to build a sustainable knowledge sharing platform. For this, 
‘Collation of best practices for widespread circulation – Rail Good Works Portal’ has been created 
with the aim: 

 Integrated sharing of implemented best practices with a larger knowledge management portal 
 Providing uploading access to higher set of people to keep the momentum going in long term 
 Tracking the performance of portal and taking the necessary steps to drive usage  

It aims at proliferating these ideas across the organization, by enabling all employees to share the 
best work undertaken in their respective units with the entire Indian Railways on a real-time basis. 
These ideas can then be leveraged by the larger organization. At this common platform, all entities 
can freely share the best work undertaken in their respective field with entire Indian Railways.  

The portal is accessible through the following link:   

http://www.indianrailways.gov.in/railwayboard/InnIdeas/HomePage.jsp 

The portal has so far received more than 6500 ideas and solutions on key issues that IR is trying to 
solve. Improving Customer Experience, Safety Improvement, Asset Management and Maintenance, 
Human Resource Development, Operations Improvement and Digital Initiatives are the top areas in 
which the suggestions are being received. Selected best ideas are also circulated by Railway Board for 
dissemination and initial mass scale implementation across Railway units, wherever applicable.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

Recently, to further drive efficiency in the organisation, Hon’ble MR has directed collation, 
assimilation and brain storming of best practices, ideas and suggestions and to work upon. This 
generated a lot of enthusiasm among all the units and within 3 days, around 2000 Best Practices/ 
Suggestions were received from field units and more are being received. These will be utilized for 
adaption on IR and improve the efficiency & productivity, increased revenue, cost reduction, 
enhancing customer satisfaction etc. The same is being shared through online portal ‘eDrishti’. 

B. Suggestion Scheme for Best Innovation 
Every Year IR conducts “Suggestion Scheme” for awarding the Best Innovations on Indian Railways. 
The objective is to identify and award the creative employees who are working tirelessly to bring 
improvements in IR. This Scheme intends to improve the morale and motivation of IR’s workforce 
and to encourage them to come up with low-cost innovations for improving the productivity, quality 
and efficiency over Indian Railways.  
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The Scheme is operated at three levels: 

i. Division/Workshop 
ii. Zonal/Production Units levels  

iii. Railway Board’s level.  

A key characteristic of this Scheme is that practically implemented innovations and which have 
proved their usefulness are considered under it. 

“Suggestion Scheme” is an excellent platform for motivating Railway Employees to proactively 
engage in a creative process; the ultimate aim being to improve Quality and Productivity in every 
aspect of Railway Working. Every Year enthusiastic participation is seen from all Zonal Railways/ 
Production Units. 

 
Winners for the Year 2019-20 

 

C. Innovation Challenges and Competitions 

Hon’ble Prime Minister has said "The true essence of democracy is Jan Bhagidari. Together we will 
solve all the issues that are affecting the nation. This will be done through Jan Bhagidari". 

Keeping with sentiment and to actively promote participation of everyone in governance, Indian 
Railways has undertaken a number of initiatives to seek new ideas /innovations to address some 
outstanding issues facing this organisation.  Some of these efforts are given below: 

a) Igniting minds through Innovation Challenges 

Hon'ble Minister for Railways in his Budget Speech 2016 announced setting up Navrachna – 
Innovation to give ‘Innovation grants to employees, startups and small businesses’. Rs 50 Crore 
were set aside for providing innovation grants to employees, start-ups and growth oriented small 
businesses to support internal and external innovation.  

Following six areas were given as challenges: 

i. Identifying new non-fare revenue sources for Indian Railways 
ii. Design of Wagons for efficient loading and transportation of new commodities. 

iii. Easy Accessibility to trains from low level platforms 
iv. New Idea/ Suggestion to improve the working of Indian Railways 
v. Increasing passenger carrying capacity of coaches of Indian Railways 

vi. Developing new Digital capabilities at stations of Indian Railways 

The Innovation Challenge attracted a huge response and a total of 4684 entries were received in 
above 6 categories.  Prize money totaling Rs.9 lakhs were distributed in various categories. 
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b) Competition for design of waterless & odourless toilets in 
trains 

In response to Hon’ble Prime Minister's clarion call for a clean India under the 'Swachh Bharat 
Abhiyaan', Indian Railways conducted a public competition for Waterless Odourless toilets in trains. 
The central idea of this competition was to develop such a design which shall not have foul smell and 
use no water for operation and maintenance. 

After evaluation of valid entries by a Jury of distinguished experts from Railways, Industry and 
Academia/ Research Field, Winners of the competition were declared and awards worth Rs.5.25 lakhs 
were distributed amongst winners. 

c) Competition on “How to raise money for Railways to 
provide better Services (Jan Bhagidari)” 

The Challenge was designed as an online competition hosted at www.innovate.mygov.in providing 
submission of original innovative solutions for ‘How to raise money for Railways to provide better 
Services (Jan Bhagidari)’. The solution was expected to include the idea, detail business plan, 
implementation strategies for raising of money.  

 

Research & Linkages with Academia 
Apart from general ideas, it is imperative for any organisation to evolve with the ongoing times and 
keep any eye on the future. Research is the tool which increases the level of Innovation in any 
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organisation. Research must always be of high quality in order to produce knowledge that is 
applicable for growth and it should have implications for policy and future project implementations. 

Indian Railways has been actively involved in research and been engaging with the academia to 
proceed towards a “Aatma-Nirbhar Bharat’ in Transport Sector and development of cost-effective 
solutions. Centres for Railway Research (CRRs) have been created in collaboration with IITs and 
MOUs have been signed with IIT/ Kanpur, IIT/KGP, IIT Madras & IIT /Roorkee. Industry 4.0 has been 
integrated into present Coach Production system with collaboration of MCF/ Rae Bareli & IIT Kanpur 
teams. The results are improved machinery health, coach production and inventory usage 

SRESTHA has been envisaged for “Upgradation of Technology and Leveraging ‘Make in India’ on 
Railways” at RDSO. It is expected to pave a way of Long Term Railway Research in collaboration with 
the Industry, Premier Research Institutes and bright minds of the nation.  

International collaboration has been done with Korea Railroad Research Institute (KRRI) for mutual 
sharing and development of transportation knowledge wealth. Continued Collaborations are being 
done with many nations for technical Feasibility Studies, High Speed Corridors evaluations, Technical 
Co-operations in Rail Safety, Joint Exploration of Business Studies etc. These have been benefitting 
both the involved parties in collaborations. 

Innovations during COVID 
While the nation was reeling under the effects of COVID-19, Indian Railways rose upto the occasion 
and geared up its entire machinery in a big way to innovate, to not only keep the spread of COVID-19 
in check but also did innovations, which ultimately lead to development as Transportation Product 
for Indian Railways. The challenges during COVID 19 were of unprecedented scale and required 
innovative thinking to not only keep the business of IR alive, but also fulfill its social responsibilities. 
Indian Railways produced a number of ideas to keep the wheels running and keep it manpower and 
customers protected from COVID19. Some of the innovations done were:  

 In-house development and production of PPEs, Coveralls, Hand Sanitizers, Masks, material 
delivery robots at hospitals etc during Lockdown. Efforts were made to design the Ventilators. 

 Running of Time Tabled Parcel Special Trains & freight trains and Kisan Rail  

 Digital Initiatives in Passenger Segment as Mobile Ticketing, QR-codes in tickets for 
Contactless Ticketing and Rail Travel, Chalak Dal Mobile app for Contactless crew sign-on/sign-
off, Online recharge of suburban cards, Kolkata  Metro, facilitation of Payments through use 
of robust Digital IT enabled system with minimal staff presence etc 

 For efficient management of the system and paving the way for Work from Home, e-Office 
working expanded over the Indian Railways and used Tele- Presence & Video Conference 
Systems for meetings/ Interactions at every level. 

 Drones were also used for monitoring of Projects. 

 COVID Care Coaches were created to facilitate quarantine of COVID Patients 
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The way ahead….. 

Process, structural and cultural reforms are the key elements of transformational changes in any 
organization. Indian Railways has also embarked upon this journey by bringing in such changes. 
Culture of Innovation is one such aspect which is needed to do such transformation and bring 
improvements in the organisation. The vision of Indian Railways is to be a Global Leader in Railways 
by making a leap as a creator and innovator of technologies and systems. Through a new way of 
thinking and a creative culture ingrained through policies and system enablement, IR in due course 
will take its place globally, standing true to its reputation as an innovator in rail technology creation 
and dissemination. 

Indian Railways is surely an organisation where the motivated manpower, industry, research 
community, academia and the leadership come together to create new opportunities, and where an 
innovative mindset and functionally enabling ecosystem will drive it further to fulfill the aspirations of 
present and future India.  

Highlights of Innovations on Indian Railways 
Here are some glimpses of Indian Railway role being acknowledged as an Innovator and System 
Improver. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Clearly, Indian Railways has been progressing toward a better future due to its ingrained principles of 
ever progress, innovations, system improvements and a never-stop motto. A Transformative Railways 
is leading nation to the path of progress.  


